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Building on the past studies of the O2n
− and O2

−�H2O�m cluster anion series, we assess the effect of
the strong hydration interactions on the oxygen-core clusters using photoelectron imaging and
photofragment mass spectroscopy of �O2n�H2O�m�− �n=1–4, m=0–3� at 355 nm. The results show
that both pure-oxygen and hydrated clusters with n�2 form an O4

− core anion, indicated in the past
work on the pure-oxygen clusters. All clusters studied can be therefore described in terms of
O4

−�H2O�m�O2�n−2 structures, although the O4
− core may be strongly perturbed by hydration in some

of these clusters. Fragmentation of these clusters yields predominantly O2
− and O2

−�H2O�l �l�m�
anionic products. The low-electron kinetic energy O2

− autodetachment features, prominent in the
photoelectron images, signal that the fragments are vibrationally excited. The relative intensity of
photoelectrons arising from O2

− fragment autodetachment is used to shed light on the varying degree
of fragment excitation resulting from the cluster fragmentation process depending on the solvent
conditions. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3224135�

I. INTRODUCTION

Superoxide O2
− and its clusters O2n

− or O2
−�H2O�m

are known for their complex and rich photochemistry,
which is due to a large number of low lying electronic
states that arise from the open-shell configurations of both
O2 and O2

−.1–15 The above cluster types have been studied
extensively using a variety of experimental techniques, in-
cluding mass spectrometry,16 photofragment action, and
translational spectroscopy,3,5,8 as well as photoelectron
spectroscopy.2,6,9,11,12 Most studies have focused either on
the oxygen clusters, O2n

− ,2,3,6–11 or hydrated superoxide,
O2

−�H2O�m.4,5,12 The experiments on O2n
− have demonstrated

the formation of O4
−, which has been invoked as a core

anion representing a structurally distinct species within
these clusters.17 Given the small dissociation energy of O4

−

�0.455 eV�,18 it is of interest whether its identity is preserved
under hydration, which is characterized by strong ionic
hydrogen-bonding interactions, often well in excess of the
above dissociation energy of O4

−. This is one of the questions
addressed in the present work, investigating cluster anions of
the type �O2n�H2O�m�− by photoelectron imaging and photo-
fragment spectroscopy.

Early on, Arshadi and Kebarle16 obtained hydration en-
ergies for superoxide clusters in the gas- phase from equilib-
rium measurements. Other groups1,6,18,19 have reported sol-
vation energies of superoxide with oxygen. The experiments
showed that water binding energies to superoxide are signifi-
cantly larger than corresponding oxygen binding energies. In
particular, the water binding energy to O2

− in the O2
−�H2O�

complex is evaluated at 0.967�0.065 eV,12 arising from fa-
vorable ion-dipole interaction. In comparison, the binding

energy of oxygen to superoxide to form O4
− is

0.455�0.22 eV.18 While smaller than the hydration energy,
the O2 binding energy to O2

− is nonetheless substantially
larger than what one might expect for purely electrostatic
�charge-induced-dipole or charge-quadrupole� interactions
within a solvated O2

− ·O2 complex. This binding energy is, in
fact, characteristic of the weakly covalent character of O4

−, in
which the excess electron is believed to be equally shared
between two O2 moieties.2,9,12,20,21 It significantly exceeds
any subsequent oxygen binding energies in larger O2n

− clus-
ters, suggesting their O4

−�O2�n−2 structures. Selected binding
energies from previous studies are summarized in Table I.

Hydrated superoxide cluster anions, O2
−�H2O�m, have

also been studied.5,12,15 In the photodissociation of
O2

−�H2O�m, m�33, examined over the range of 200–300 nm,
Lavrich et al.5 observed two different anionic pathways: dis-
sociation of the O2

− core to form atomic oxygen anion and
dehydration. The dehydration channel was found to favor
longer wavelengths and larger clusters, while O2

− dissociation
dominated at shorter wavelengths and in smaller clusters.
Luong et al.12 studied the dissociative photodetachment re-
actions for O2

−�H2O�m, m=1–6 at 388 and 258 nm. Their
photoelectron spectra indicated a decrease in solvation ener-
gies for m�4, suggesting that the first solvation shell around
O2

− consists of four water molecules. An infrared study of
O2

−�H2O�nArm clusters also concluded the first solvation shell
of O2

− consisted of four water molecules.22

The photoelectron and fragmentation spectra of O2n
− have

similarly been measured2,6–11 with a particular focus on the
photochemistry of O4

−.6–9,11 DeLuca et al.2 examined the
photofragmentation of O2n

− , n=2–6, at 1064 nm and ob-
served the formation of both O2

− and O4
−. They also measured

the photoelectron spectra of O2n
− , n=2–6 at 355 nm, all of

which, with the exception of O2
−, consisted of broad vibra-a�Electronic mail: sanov@u.arizona.edu.
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tionally unresolved bands.2 The O4
− ion has served as a model

system for studying photodissociation dynamics.6–9,11 Trans-
lational spectroscopy showed that fragments are produced
with both high and low internal energies, with a complicated
wavelength dependence of translational energy release.8 Co-
incidence experiments, which looked at the neutral frag-
ments and photoelectrons, revealed autodetachment from vi-
brationally excited O2

− fragments formed from O4
− and O6

−.9,12

Femtosecond studies of O2n
− have been used to investigate the

time-resolved aspects of the photodissociation, revealing two
different time constants for the n�2 systems.23 A fast direct
component was found to produce vibrationally cold frag-
ments, while a slow channel yielded internally excited frag-
ments, presumed to arise from intramolecular vibrational-
energy redistribution. The contribution of the fast, direct
dissociation pathway was observed to decrease with increas-
ing cluster size.23 More recently, the infrared spectra of the
O2n

− clusters have been measured.24 This work showed that
two different isomers of the O4

− core are noticeable in the O6
−

cluster due to different solvent binding motifs perturbing the
core anion structure. However, the structures of these two
different core anions could not be described.

A number of theoretical works have investigated the
properties of solvated superoxide. A number of these studies
focusing on the O2

−�H2O�m clusters25,26 have indicated that
water forms a single hydrogen bond with the O2

− core, leav-
ing a free O–H group, which tends to form hydrogen bonds
with adjacent water molecules in the larger hydrates. This
structural motif has been confirmed by gas-phase infrared
spectroscopy.22 Less attention has been paid by theorists to
the O2n

− series.20,27 The only high-level study of O4
− indicated

that this anion has a D2h ground-state geometry with a 1.998
Å distance between the two equivalent oxygen moieties.20

For comparison, the O2
− · ·HOH bond lengths in O2

−�H2O� is
calculated to be 1.702 Å.26 The shorter bond length in hy-
drated superoxide compared to O4

− reflects the relative mag-
nitudes of the binding energies for the two clusters.

In this work, we report the photoelectron spectra and
anionic photofragmentation pathways of the �O2n�H2O�m�−,
n=1–4, m=0–3 clusters, highlighting the effects of hetero-
geneous versus homogenous solvation on the structural prop-
erties and photochemistry of the O4

− anion. With core switch-
ing being rather common in cluster anions of varying size,
we investigate the effects of solvation on the anionic cluster
core in the extreme regime where solvent �water� binding
energies are significantly larger than the core-anion’s disso-
ciation energy. Two different regimes can conceivably result
from hydration of O4

−. In one limit, hydration can be viewed
as a perturbation to the core O4

− anion, whose structural iden-
tity is preserved despite the strong solvation interactions. In
the other extreme, the O4

− core structure would break down,
resulting in a cluster characterized as O2

−�O2�n−1�H2O�m.
Using a combination of photoelectron imaging spectroscopy
and cluster photofragmentation, this work discriminates be-
tween these possible structural motifs. In addition, we ob-
serve electron autodetachment from O2

− photofragments for
some of the �O2n�H2O�m�− clusters and discuss its implica-
tions to fragment excitation energy and the cluster fragmen-
tation mechanism.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The experiments are performed using a pulsed reflec-
tron time-of-flight mass spectrometer equipped with a
velocity-map28 imaging detector for photoelectron imaging
experiments, which has been described in detail previously.29

Anions are generated via pulsed supersonic expansion of
neat O2, which is intersected by a 1 keV electron beam.
Hydrated clusters are formed from ambient water vapor
trapped in the gas manifold. The anions are accelerated to a
kinetic energy of 3 keV and focused in the laser interaction

TABLE I. O2n
− �H2O�m cluster dissociation energies.

Reaction
Energy

�kJ/mol�
Energy

�eV� Reference

O4
−→O2

−+O2 43.9�2.1 0.455 18
O6

−→O4
−+O2 10.5�0.8 0.109 18

O8
−→O6

−+O2 10.0�0.8 0.104 18

O2
−�H2O�→O2

−+H2O 93.3�6.3 0.967 12
O2

−�H2O�2→O2
−�H2O�+H2O 72.0�4.2 0.746 16

O2
−�H2O�3→O2

−�H2O�2+H2O 64.4�4.2 0.667 16

O6
−�H2O�→O4

−+H2O 65.3a 0.677 This work
O4

−�H2O�2→O4
−�H2O�+H2O 67.2a 0.696 This work

O4
−�H2O�3→O4

−�H2O�2+H2O 46.5a 0.482 This work
O6

−�H2O�→O6
−+H2O 61.9a 0.642 This work

aThe binding energy is derived from the thermochemical cycle,
D0�AX−�=EA�AX�+D0�AX�−EA�A�, where EA=electron affinity and
D0=dissociation energy. To a first approximation D0�AX��0 so
D0�AX−�=EA�AX�−EA�A�. Due to the approximate nature of calculation
we do not assign absolute uncertainties.

FIG. 1. 355 nm photoelectron images of �O2n�H2O�m�−, n=1–4, m=0–3.
The double arrow indicates the direction of laser polarization. All images
were recorded under the same conditions.
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region, where the ion beam is crossed with a pulsed laser
beam �355 nm, 8 ns, 25 mJ/pulse�. The laser radiation is
linearly polarized in the direction parallel to the imaging
detector and is mildly focused by a 2 m focal length lens
mounted 1.3 m before the ion interaction region. Parent
ions are detected using an in-line microchannel plate �MCP�
detector. Two types of experiments are performed in the
laser interaction region: photoelectron imaging and photo-
fragmentation.

Photoelectron images are recorded using the
velocity-map28 method. The photodetached electrons are pro-
jected on a 40 mm diameter position sensitive MCP detector
�Burle, Inc.� using a static electric field defined by a series of
electrodes.30 Images are accumulated for �5�104 experi-
mental cycles using a 1 megapixel charged-coupled device
�CCD� camera. A three dimensional reconstruction of the
two dimensional images is performed using an inverse Abel
transform as implemented in the BASEX program.31 The
well-known14,32 photodetachment transitions of O− and O2

−

are used for energy calibration of the resulting spectra.
Mass analysis of fragment ions is carried out using a

linear-field reflectron with entrance and exit apertures. Typi-
cally, parent ions are initially refocused by the reflectron
onto an off-axis MCP detector by optimizing the reflectron
voltage Vp. Fragment ions are then focused on the same off-
axis detector, with the same arrival time as the parent ions

before, by setting the reflectron retarding potential to
Vf =Vp�mf /mp�. The entire photofragment ion mass spectrum
is recorded by scanning the reflectron potential.

III. RESULTS

A. Photoelectron imaging

The 355 nm photoelectron images of �O2n�H2O�m�− are
presented in Fig. 1. The corresponding spectra are shown in
Fig. 2, with the observed band positions tabulated in Table II.

In the O2n
− series, the overall features of the O4

−, O6
−, and

O8
− images are similar, the major difference being a decrease

in the image size with increasing n, corresponding to increas-
ing electron binding energies. The outer bands in the O4

−, O6
−,

and O8
− images display angular distributions similar to that of

the O2
− image, with maxima in the direction perpendicular to

that of the laser polarization �Fig. 1�. The perpendicular char-
acter of the photoelectron angular distributions is well under-
stood for O2

−, where photodetachment occurs from a 2p�g
�

orbital.15

The major bands in all photoelectron spectra shown in
Fig. 2 are labeled with capital letters A and B, in the order of
increasing binding energy. The resolved vibrational structure
of bands A and B in the O2

− spectrum, also discernable in the
corresponding photoelectron image in Fig. 1, corresponds to
the ground and first excited electronic states of O2, the

FIG. 2. Photoelectron spectra of �O2n�H2O�m�−, n=1–4, m=0–3 corresponding to the images shown in Fig. 1. For n=1, the major direct photodetachment
bands labeled A and B correspond to the formation of O2 in the X 3�g

− and a 1	g electronic states. For n�2, band A corresponds to dissociative photode-
tachment of O4

− yielding 2O2�X 3�g
−�+e−, while band B corresponds to O4

−→O2�X 3�g
−�+O2�a 1	g�+e−. The sharp peaks at low eKEs, attributed to O2

−

fragment autodetachment, are labeled a–d, in order of decreasing electron binding energy.
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X 3�g
−, and a 1	g states,14 respectively. The higher-electron

binding energy �eBE� wing of band B also most likely con-
tains some contribution from the O2

−→O2�b 1�g
−� detach-

ment channel. Following the work of Li et al.,9 the vibra-
tionally unresolved A and B bands in the O4

−, O6
−, and O8

−

spectra are attributed to dissociative photodetachment of the
O4

− cluster core. Band A corresponds to the formation of two
O2�X 3�g

−� molecules, while band B corresponds to
O2�X 3�g

−�+O2�a 1	g�.
In the O4

− spectrum, bands A and B are shifted by
0.65 eV to higher eBE, compared to O2

−. The shift gives an
estimate of the O4

−→O2�X 3�g
−�+O2

−�X 2�g� dissociation en-
ergy and its magnitude cannot be accounted for by the sol-
vation interaction corresponding to an O2

− ·O2 cluster struc-
ture. Therefore, the bonding between the two O2 moieties in
O4

− is weakly covalent in character, as discussed previously
by others.17,20,21 The spectra of O6

− and O8
− are similar to that

of O4
−, but with smaller relative shifts of the two photode-

tachment bands. These smaller shifts can be accounted for by
electrostatic solvation interactions attributed to O4

−�O2�n−2

structures. The loss of vibrational resolution in the O4
−, O6

−,
and O8

− spectra has been recognized as resulting from disso-
ciative photodetachment, where photodetachment of the an-
ion accesses a repulsive part of the neutral cluster potential
energy surface.11

In addition to the two major transitions, for O4
−, O6

−, and
O8

−, we also observe series of well defined, isotropic rings
near the image centers �see Fig. 1�. These features corre-
spond to sharp low-electron kinetic energy spectral peaks
�Fig. 2� labeled with lower-case letters in order of decreasing
binding energy. These features are attributed to auto-
detachment of vibrationally excited O2

− photofragments
�vide infra�.9

The effect of water addition is perceptible from the im-
ages in the second through fourth columns of Fig. 1, where
the image areas are progressively smaller compared to the
unhydrated counterparts, corresponding to increasing elec-
tron binding energies. It also appears that the hydrated-anion
images reveal increasingly isotropic angular distributions,
although they retain their predominantly perpendicular
character.

For O2
−�H2O�, the two partially overlapping bands A and

B, assigned to two lowest electronic states of O2,12 are
shifted to higher eBEs compared to the respective detach-
ment transitions in O2

−. The bands, however, appear to be
closer in energy as a result of hydration. The difference in
the A and B peak maxima in the O2

−�H2O� spectrum in Fig, 2
is 0.705 eV, compared to the well established 0.9773 eV
experimental term energy for the a 1	g state of O2,14 and the
0.915 eV difference between the X 3�g

− and a 1	g band
maxima in our O2

− spectrum.
Each of the O4

−�H2O� and O6
−�H2O� spectra consists of a

single band, shifted to higher eBE compared to band A in
O2

−�H2O�, and perhaps just the onset of band B, whose maxi-
mum is now outside the accessible energy range. Several
sharp low-electron kinetic energy �eKE� features are also
evident both in the O4

−�H2O� and O6
−�H2O� images in Fig. 1

and the corresponding spectra in Fig. 2, Similar to the unhy-
drated O4

−, O6
−, and O8

− ions, these features are attributed to
autodetachment from O2

− photofragments.
The addition of two and three waters further increases

the electron binding energies, as seen in the third and fourth
columns of Fig. 2. For O2

−�H2O�2 and O2
−�H2O�3, only a

single major band, A, is clearly observed in each spectrum,
while the onset of a second feature, B, may be discernable at
eBEs near 3.5 eV. For O4

−�H2O�2, the spectrum consists of a
single band at high electron binding energy, with two low-
eKE features �a and b� ascribed to O2

− fragment autodetach-
ment. Finally, the O4

−�H2O�3 spectrum shows just the onset of
band A.

B. Photofragmentation

Figure 3 shows the 355 nm photofragment mass spectra
for the same mass-selected �O2n�H2O�m�− parent ions as
those studied above by photoelectron imaging. The photof-
ragmentation yields predominantly O2

− and O2
−�H2O�l�l�m�

anionic products. In the O2
−�H2O�m, m=1–3, series, fragmen-

tation is observed for O2
−�H2O�2 only, with O2

− and O2
−�H2O�

products of nearly equal �very weak� intensity. This is in
contrast to the O2n

− , n=2–4, series, which gives O2
− as the

only, but very intense photofragment. The clusters with more

TABLE II. Electron binding energies of the peak maxima of ��O2�n�H2O�m�− clusters at 355 nm.

Ion

Band maximum �eV�

A B a b c d

O2
− 1.022a 1.938a

O4
− 1.675 2.882 3.410 3.291 3.161

O6
− 1.789 3.032 3.413 3.286 3.166 3.036

O8
− 1.886 3.050 3.411 3.297 3.171 3.054

O2
−�H2O� 2.142 2.847

O4
−�H2O� 2.352 �3.495 3.412 3.298 3.176 3.023

O6
−�H2O� 2.431 �3.495 3.420 3.305

O2
−�H2O�2 2.905 3.450

O4
−�H2O�2 3.048 �3.495 3.412 3.291

O2
−�H2O�3 3.472 3.238

O4
−�H2O�3 �3.495

aVibrational peaks with maximum intensity for the X 3�g
− and a 1	g photodetachment bands of O2

−. These are
not strictly vertical detachment energies, but the values are reasonable approximations.
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than one oxygen molecule and one or multiple waters
yielded rich fragmentation spectra. For instance, the
O4

−�H2O�m, m=1,2 clusters produce O2
− and O2

−�H2O� as an-
ionic photofragments. The relative intensity of the latter in-
creases with increasing incremental hydration and for
O4

−�H2O�3 two higher-mass ions appear, O4
− and O2

−�H2O�2.
For O6

−�H2O�, we again only observe two fragments, O2
− and

O2
−�H2O�, with relative intensities virtually identical to those

measured for O4
−�H2O�.

IV. DISCUSSION

To put our observations in the context of past work, we
open the discussion by comparing the present data to the
previous results for the O2n

− and O2
−�H2O�m cluster series. The

photoelectron spectrum of O2
− in Fig. 2 is in agreement with

previously reported spectra.14,15 The O2
−�H2O�m spectra also

agree with the previous measurements at 388 and 258 nm.12

Similarly, the spectra for O4
−, O6

−, and O8
− in the first column

of Fig. 2 are in good agreement with those reported
previously,9 except for the absence of the autodetachment
peaks in the past spectra collected using a magnetic-bottle
analyzer not equipped to observe these low-eKE transitions.2

Further, our 355 nm fragmentation spectra of O4
− to O8

− are
consistent with those previously reported at 1064 nm,3

with the major difference being no O4
− fragments observed

in our case. This is likely due to the larger photon energy in
our experiment. No photofragmentation spectra have been
reported previously for the O2n

− �H2O�m, n, m�1 series at
355 nm.

The principal new findings of this work are summarized
as follows. First, the O4

− core anion is preserved not only in
the O2n

− clusters2,9,12,20,21 but also in the hydrated O2n
− �H2O�m,

n�2, species. This observation signifies that the weakly �co-
valently� bonded O4

− core structure nonetheless withstands
the strong hydration interactions. Second, isotropic low-eKE
bands, characteristic of autodetachment from vibrationally
excited O2

− fragments, appear in the photofragmentation of
not only O4

− and O6
− �Refs. 9 and 12� but also the hydrated

O2n
− �H2O�m, n�2, clusters, as well as O8

−. These bands pro-
vide a partial measure of the product state distributions re-
sulting from cluster dissociation.

A. The O4
− core anion

The first of the above conclusions—the persistence of
the O4

− core anion—is based on the overall shape of the pho-
toelectron spectra in Fig. 2 and particularly the shifts of the
direct-detachment photoelectron bands �A and B� quantified
in Table II.

In the pure-oxygen clusters, the band shifts from O2
− to

O4
− are significantly larger than those from O4

− to O6
− and

from O6
− to O8

−. Apart from the solvation-induced shifts, the
spectra of O6

− and O8
− are similar to that of O4

−, consistent
with an O4

− core within the larger clusters. This view is fur-
ther supported by the solvation energies listed in Table I. The
photofragmentation spectra of O2n

− , n=2–4, all reveal a
single fragment, O2

−, with no O− or O3
− fragments. This ob-

servation highlights the fact that the O4
−→O2

−+O2 dissocia-
tion energy, D0�O4

−�=0.445 eV,18 while larger than that of

FIG. 3. 355 nm photofragmentation mass spectra for �O2n�H2O�m�−, n=1–4, m=0–3. No anionic photofragment signals were discerned for O2
−�H2O�n,

n=0, 1, and 3.
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the larger oxygen clusters, e.g., D0�O6
−→O4

−+O2�=0.109,18

is still much lower than the bond dissociation energy of O2
−.

These energetics are, in turn, consistent with the predicted
D2h-symmetry ground-state structure of O4

−, with an O2–O2

distance of �2 Å.20 Thus, O4
− may be viewed as a dimer

anion consisting of two O2
−1/2 units with a relatively weak

covalent bond between them.
Anion hydration increases the electron detachment en-

ergy, as evidenced by the A and B band shifts in our data
�Fig. 2 and Table II�. For example, the approximately 1 eV
difference between the vertical detachment energies of O2

−

and O2
−�H2O� is consistent with the O2

− hydration energy of
0.967 eV determined from threshold photodetachment
studies.12 The vibrational structure in the O2

−�H2O� spectrum
is lost due to hydration and the splitting between the X 3�g

−

and a 1	g states in oxygen is slightly smaller for O2�H2O�,
based on our data, compared to bare O2. Hydration of O4

− and
O6

− leads to similar, albeit somewhat smaller, shifts �due the
more delocalized nature of the excess electron in these ions,
compared to O2

−�. The spectra of O4
−�H2O� and O6

−�H2O� in
Fig. 2 are qualitatively similar to those of O4

− and O6
−, respec-

tively, suggesting that an O4
− core is preserved within these

clusters. The dissociation or solvation energies in Table I are
approximate because the ion structures are not clearly under-
stood.
More accurate solvation energies would include the interac-
tions between neutral solvent molecules, which are particu-
larly important in the case of non-negligible water-water
interactions.

B. Electron autodetachment from O2
− photofragments

In addition to direct photodetachment bands A and B, the
photoelectron spectra of pure-oxygen clusters O2n

− , n�2, as
well as some of their hydrated counterparts, O2n

− �H2O�m, dis-
play low-eKE features �peaks a–d in Fig. 2�. The positions of
these peaks do not shift as a result of solvation or hydration.
In addition, these spectral features correspond to isotropic
bands in the photoelectron images �Fig. 1�, as expected for
an indirect-detachment process. Therefore, these features are
assigned to photoinduced autodetachment, namely, autode-
tachment from O2

− photofragments. Similar features have
been observed previously in experiments on O4

− at 355 nm
and O6

− at 532 and 355 nm,9 but no autodetachment has been
reported for O8

− or the hydrated O2n
− �H2O�m, n�2, clusters.

For bare O2
−, autodetachment is expected for vibrational

levels with v�4, as these levels lie higher in energy than the
ground electronic and vibrational state of neutral O2.2,9 The
autodetachment arises from a breakdown of the Born–
Oppenheimer approximation, where the vibrational excita-
tion of the anion is transferred to electronic degrees of free-
dom, giving the excess electron sufficient energy to undergo
a bound-free transition. The vibrational state distribution of
the resulting neutral product is not expected to follow a typi-
cal Franck–Condon progression.9 In our spectra we see no
evidence of autodetachment to excited vibrational states of
O2 or from other ionic fragments. Assuming the O2 is formed
only in v=0, peaks a–d in Fig. 2 correspond to autodetach-
ment from O2

− fragments with v=4–7, respectively.

The conclusions derived from the photoelectron spectra
in Fig. 2 are consistent with the photofragmentation data in
Fig. 3. For the O4

−�H2O�m series, the O2
− fragment decreases

in relative intensity with increasing hydration and becomes a
rather minor product for O4

−�H2O�3. For O4
−�H2O�, O2

− is the
major observed photofragment and a series of O2

− autode-
tachment features is prominent in the photoelectron spec-
trum, indicating that nascent O2

− is formed in vibrational lev-
els both below and above v=4. In contrast, for O4

−�H2O�3,
plenty of O2

− based photofragments are formed, but the O2
−

autodetachment signal is relatively weak, suggesting that the
fragments are produced with predominantly v�4. Therefore,
while O2

− photofragments in the smaller clusters are formed
with considerable internal energy, hydration provides alter-
native pathways for the flow of excess energy.

The O2
−�H2O� ion shows no indication of fragment auto-

detachment �Fig. 2�, consistent with no anionic photofrag-
ments being observed for this parent ion in Fig. 3. On the
other hand, the very weak photofragment signal seen in Fig.
3 for the O2

−�H2O�2 parent anion is consistent with the weak
autodetachment feature in the corresponding image in Fig. 2.
No photofragments were seen for the O2

−�H2O�3 parent ion.
This is consistent with the small parent-cluster intensity in
the experiment, but may also indicate that the observed au-
todetachment is the dominant decay mechanism for the cor-
responding excited clusters. This would not be surprising if
the transient excited state corresponded to the excess electron
being transferred to the water network.

C. Cluster energetics and autodetachment

Thus, the combination of photofragmentation and auto-
detachment results provides a gauge of internal energy dis-
tributions of nascent O2

− photofragments. The differences in
H2O and O2 solvent binding energies to superoxide are
nearly equal to the differences in vertical electron binding
energies reported in Table II. Similarly, we can estimate the
binding energies of H2O and O2 to O4

− as the differences in
electron binding energies in the corresponding photoelectron
spectra. As these data show, water binding energies are con-
sistently larger than oxygen binding energies �Table I�.
Therefore, upon cluster fragmentation, water molecule loss
removes more excess energy than oxygen molecule loss.

The relative energetics of anion hydration and solvation
by O2 are illustrated in Fig. 4 on the examples of O8

− �left�
and O4

−�H2O�3 �right�. The schematic diagram, based on our
experimental solvation and hydration energy values, shows
that the removal of all three water molecules from O4

−�H2O�3

uses up a sizable fraction of the total of 3.5 eV available
from 355 nm photon absorption. The additional energy
needed for O4

−→O2
−+O2 dissociation plus the O2

− vibrational
excitation corresponding to the v=4 level �0.541 eV�,14 as
required for the autodetachment, puts us close to the avail-
able energy limit indicated in Fig. 4. The loss of oxygen
molecules in O8

− removes a smaller fraction of the total en-
ergy, and hence the resulting anionic fragments are produced
with greater average vibrational excitation.

These results are in agreement with the time-resolved
�femtosecond� studies of O2n

− clusters.23 These studies indi-
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cated that dissociation rates for the larger clusters are domi-
nated by a slow component, resulting from the excess energy
being randomly distributed among the vibrational degrees of
freedom, while the smaller clusters dissociate quickly, via a
direct pathway. A simple Franck–Condon analysis shows that
the vibrational excitation on the O2

− fragments imparted in
direct O4

− dissociation is rather small �v�4, on average�,
compared to a statistical process in the larger clusters. These
considerations are consistent with the observed increase in
intensity of O2

− fragment autodetachment in progressing from
O4

− to O6
−.

Additional analysis can be performed using the observed
relative photoelectron cross sections. We define the autode-
tachment fraction A, calculated as the overall fragment auto-
detachment intensity relative to the total photoelectron signal
observed for a given cluster anion,

A = 
autodetach/�
autodetach + 
photodetach� . �1�

Here, 
autodetach and 
photodetach are the relative autodetach-
ment and direct photodetachment cross sections, respec-
tively, determined by integrating the intensities of the corre-
sponding transitions in Fig. 2. Because of the overlap
between the autodetachment peaks and the direct-detachment
bands, only very approximate ratio values could be calcu-
lated from the data; the results of this crude analysis do,
however, provide the desired insight.

The approximate autodetachment fractions, as defined
by Eq. �1�, are plotted in Fig. 5 versus the number of solvent
molecules for different-cluster types studied. In this analysis,
we regard O4

− as the core anion in all clusters studied, with
the exception of the O2

− based species. Then, the number of
solvent molecules �k� in O4

−�H2O�m equals m, while for O2n
− ,

described as O4
−�O2�n−2, the solvation number is calculated as

k=n−2. Finally, for O6
−�H2O�m, viewed as O4

−�O2��H2O�m, is
k=m+1.

The resulting A�k� trends are expected to reflect the
varying degrees of fragment excitation for parent clusters of
different sizes because only the excited �v�4�O2

− fragments
can undergo autodetachment. Were the fragment vibrational

excitation always dictated by random energy redistribution,
one would expect the degree of excitation and, therefore,
A�k� to decrease monotonically with increasing k due to the
increasing number of degrees of freedom available for en-
ergy partitioning. To the contrary, we find that the autode-
tachment fraction increases with the addition of a first sol-
vent molecule �O2 or H2O� to the O4

− core and only then,
with additional solvation, shows the expected decrease.

We attribute the departure of this experimental observa-
tion from the statistical model prediction to the breakdown of
two model assumptions. First, we caution that the A�k� val-
ues reflect the true autodetachment trends only if one as-
sumes that 
photodetach is approximately constant for all
cluster sizes. In reality, one cannot expect direct photode-
tachment to be unaffected by solvation. Solvation is known
to suppress photodetachment, favoring anionic photofrag-
mentation channels instead. This has been demonstrated, for
example, in our group’s work on solvent-mediated reactivity
of the �CO2�n

−�H2O�m clusters.29,33,34 The expected decrease
in 
photodetach with increasing cluster size will tend to increase
the fraction defined by Eq. �1�, thus competing with the
monotonic decrease expected from the statistical model.

Second, the assumption of statistical energy redistribu-
tion is not applicable to all molecular anions and small clus-
ters. As discussed above, photodissociation of O4

− has a fast
channel yielding vibrationally cold O2

−, in addition to a slow
channel forming vibrationally excited O2

−.8,9 As the fast, cold
O2

− channel is important in unsolvated O4
−, the fragment au-

todetachment yield for this anion should be smaller than dic-
tated by statistical considerations, effectively decreasing the
autodetachment fraction for unsolvated O4

− in Fig. 5.
Thus, the observed trends are qualitatively consistent

with the statistical predictions, but only if one overlooks the
results for unsolvated O4

−. It appears that solvation of O4
− by

either O2 or H2O serves to increase fragmentation via the
slow �indirect� dissociation channel. This pathway allows for
energy redistribution within the clusters, giving rise to more

FIG. 4. Schematic energy level diagram representing the fragmentation of
O8

− and O4
−�H2O�3 to form O2

− fragments in v=0 and v=4. The solvation
energies corresponding to H2O and O2 solvent loss are from Table I. The
dashed horizontal line at 3.5 eV represents the total energy available follow-
ing the absorption of a 355 nm photon.

FIG. 5. The autodetachment fraction A, calculated as the overall fragment
autodetachment intensity relative to the total photoelectron signal for a
given cluster anion, as defined in Eq. �1�, plotted as a function of the number
of solvent molecules k. Because of the overlap between the autodetachment
peaks and the direct-detachment bands, the plotted ratio is only an approxi-
mate guide. The near overlap of the O4

−�H2O�2 and O4
−�O2��H2O� data points

reflects a real trend deduced from the data. See the text for details.
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excited O2
− photofragments and therefore increasing the rela-

tive yield of fragment autodetachment. Additional solvent
molecules, on the other hand, increase the number of degrees
of freedom available for energy redistributions, causing the
degree of fragment excitation and, therefore, the autodetach-
ment yield to decrease accordingly.

D. Structures of †O2n„H2O…m‡
− clusters

Finally, we summarize the implications of these results
to the structures of �O2n�H2O�m�− clusters. For the pure-
oxygen cluster anions, we suggested that oxygen molecules
solvate an O4

− core, in agreement with the past conclusions,
for example by Kelley et al.17 The dissociation energy of this
core anion is smaller than the typical energy of anion hydra-
tion. We also must take into account that the binding energy
of water molecules to O2

− is larger than to O4
− due to the

more localized charge distribution in the former case. It is
therefore conceivable a priori that upon hydration the
�O2n�H2O�m�− clusters would form around a unique O2

− mol-
ecule, with strong hydrogen bonds to one or more of the
water molecules, while any additional oxygen molecules
might be considered as spectators within the cluster. A simi-
lar dimer-to-monomer anion core switching has been dis-
cussed in the case of heterogeneous �CO2�n

−�H2O�m

clusters.29,34

However, the strong intensities of the O2
− and O2

−�H2O�
photofragments observed in the �O2n�H2O�m�− case, com-
bined with the structure of the corresponding photoelectron
spectra, argue in favor of a preserved O4

− core. Upon photon
absorption, this core is promoted to an excited state correlat-
ing with the O2

−+O2 dissociation fragments. The photoelec-
tron images of the �O2n�H2O�m�− clusters appear very similar
to those of O2n

− , suggesting a common anionic core in both
cases, even though the core is likely to be perturbed by the
strong hydration interactions in the presence of water mol-
ecules. Although infrared spectroscopy of O6

− indicated two
core structures for O4

−,24 the energetic difference between the
structures may be difficult to resolve in the photoelectron
imaging experiment.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We investigated the photochemistry of �O2n�H2O�m�−

clusters at 355 nm using photoelectron imaging and photo-
fragment mass spectroscopy. The results show that both
pure-oxygen and hydrated clusters with n�2 form an O4

−

core anion with two weakly �yet covalently� bound O2
−1/2

moieties. All clusters studied can be therefore described in
terms of the O4

−�H2O�m�O2�n−2 structures. Fragmentation of
these cluster anions yields predominantly O2

− and O2
−�H2O�l,

l�m, anionic products. The O2
− autodetachment features in

photoelectron images reveal that the fragments are vibra-
tionally excited. Upon solvation of an O4

− cluster core, the
autodetachment yield increases relative to overall photoelec-
tron signal upon the addition of a first solvent molecule
�O2 or H2O�, but then decreases with the addition of a sec-
ond. The initial increase is attributed, in part, to the increased
contribution of the indirect �statistical� core dissociation
channel in the solvated anion that yields vibrationally excited

fragments. The subsequent decrease is due to the increasing
energy bath associated with an extended solvent network
available for statistical redistribution of excess energy.
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